
Small Business Rescue 
A NYSU/MAFA Thursday Group Initiative 

We all know that small businesses in the U.S. have been decimated by the 
draconian measures taken in response to COVID-19. The government does not 
appear to have any plan for meaningful assistance, and in most places there 
seems that many restrictions will not end soon. It is up to us to rescue the 
businesses that are so important to our communities. Thursday groups are in a 
great position to help, and here are some suggestions for how to do this.


At every meeting, ask for names of businesses that need more revenue in 
order to survive. 

Any type of business qualifies – massage therapists, restaurants, gift shops, art 
studios – any and all that are in trouble. Below are some strategies that we know 
work because we’ve used them ourselves.


Encourage everyone to participate and make sure to remind people that any and 
all support helps. Some MAFA members can spend more than others, but every 
dollar counts!! Many $5 purchases add up and can really help some businesses.


In addition to helping local businesses, this activity can provide another 
opportunity for social interaction. We can promote better mental health for our 
members and support our community at the same time!


Examples of Suggested Actions 

Organize a shopping trip! 

Choose a day and have people sign up to visit a shop prepared to make 
purchases. The planned visit could even be outside normal business hours so 
that everyone can visit mask-free without worry. 


Find locations for services to be delivered without masks, plexiglass and 
other nonsense.  

One Thursday group has supported an art studio by scheduling classes in a 
different location than the studio. This allows members to take class mask-free 
while providing additional revenue to the studio. Many types of services can be 
delivered in several different types of locations, and you can ask members of 
your group to donate space to this cause.




Ask a restaurant owner how much additional revenue is needed to stay in 
business and then a group can “adopt” the restaurant. 

For example, 20 people or families might consider ordering takeout or delivery 
once per week for a few weeks. Or a Thursday group could schedule a catered 
dinner from time to time to support local restaurants. One Thursday group joined 
with other Thursday groups and planned field trips to restaurants that allowed 
them to enter mask-free or offered a private room for dining. This provides “big 
sales days” for restaurants that can help a lot!


Sometimes it helps to have a goal in mind: 

You might ask a store or service provider “How much additional revenue do you 
need per month to stay in business?” 


Examples:

• _____________ needs 2 more children in her mask-free preschool

• _____________ needs 3 more massages per month to pay her office rent

• _____________ needs to sell $_______ worth of kitchen supplies this 

month in order to get caught up on rent


You can present these types of requests to your group every week.


Here’s an important tip:  

Many of us used to spend money on theater tickets, vacations, special events, 
eating out, and other recreational activities. Most of these things are not 
available right now. Those of us who are fortunate enough to remain employed 
and/or financially in good shape can just redirect this money and spend it in 
small locally-owned businesses and in our communities. No “new money” 
required!


Brainstorm to come up with more ideas – and let us know when you do so 
we can add them to the list! 

Remember, we are Americans!  
We can save our friends and businesses and communities! 

And we can have fun doing it! 


